Before the
Federal Communication Commission
Washington, DC 20554

In the Matter of
: MB Docket No. 16-57

Application of Nexstar Broadcasting Group, Inc,
and Media General, Inc.
For Consent to the Transfer of Control and
Assignment of Licenses

SUPPLEMENTAL COMMENTS

Marquee Broadcasting Colorado, Inc., ("MBC") submits this comment to reiterate its
previously stated position and to memorialize a telephonic exchange between its president,
Patricia R Lane and Media Bureau Chief William Lake on October 24, 2016. In that call, Ms.
Lane restated the following information she had submitted in the above-captioned docket.

1. As stated in the filed Asset Purchase Agreement dated May 10, 2016, the
transaction between Nexstar Broadcasting Group, Inc. and MBC concerning the
purchase of KREG was a separate deal, not contingent on the approval of the merger
between Nexstar and Media General, Inc. (See BALCDT-20160517AAD).

2. Due to the location of KREG's tower and transmitter on Sunlight Peak, MBC has a
limited window of opportunity to access the tower before inclement weather and
heavy snowfall will make the location inaccessible.

3. MBC has entered into contractual relationships and has purchased equipment which
have necessitated the expenditure of funds and good will. Other agreements have
been forced to be put on hold, thereby creating an environment of uncertainty.
Since those original comments were filed in September, MBC has had to take additional steps, including signing two long-term agreements and paying monthly rents. Although MBC would have preferred to wait until the assignment and transfer of the license had been complete before committing to long-term arrangements, MBC knew that further delay on its part would most certainly require the station to go dark until late spring. Upon closing on the acquisition, MBC must convert KREG from operating as a satellite station to stand-alone operation and will be modifying the station’s programming.

For the reasons listed above, MBC respectfully requests that the Commission review and grant the application for assignment of the KREG license on its own merits, separate and apart from the proposed merger between Nexstar and Media General. As noted above, consummation of the sale of KREG is not contingent on the approval of the larger merger, and a grant of the KREG application would not require a waiver of any Commission rule.

Respectfully submitted,

Patricia R Lane
President
Marquee Broadcasting Colorado, Inc.
4400 Brookeville Road
Brookeville, MD 20833